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Abstract: In 1888 Sleszynski proved that if Xl a,, 1 < co, then the numerators A,(z) and denominators B,(z) of the 
approximants of the regular C-fraction K(a,z/l) converge separately to entire functions. Here we present results 
about the order and type of these functions. 
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The term separate convergence was introduced recently (see, for example, [2,6]) to describe the 
phenomena which result when conditions-stronger than needed for convergence-are imposed 
on continued fractions. A continued fraction K( a,(z)/b,,( z)) will be said to be separately 
convergent if there exists an “easily described” sequence {r,(z)} such that { A,( z)/r,( z)} and 
{ 4Lz)/T,(z)] converge for z in some A. Usually the convergence will be uniform on compact 
subsets of A. In the result of Sleszyhski, referred to above, the regular C-fraction 
satisfying the condition 
00 
has the property that {A,(z)} and { B,(z)} converge, uniformly on compact subsets of C, to 
entire functions A(z) and B(z). Here A,,(z) and B,,(z) are the numerator and denominator, 
respectively, of the nth approximant of the continued fraction (1). We thus have here the 
simplest (and earliest) case of separate convergence with I’,(z) = 1, n 2 1, and A = C. 
In 1888 the concepts of order and type of entire functions did not as yet exist, so Sleszynski 
had nothing to say on this topic. However, two inequalities given by him provide starting points 
for an exploration of the subject. In this article we shall derive theorems on order and type of the 
entire functions A(z) and B(z) by making use of the tools provided by him. 
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From now on we shall always assume that (2) holds. We shall consider only the sequence 
{ B,(z)}, an analogous argument takes care of { A,( 2)). Define 
ai”‘:= i ]a, 1 
m 
and uk:= c )a,], (3) 
m=k m=k 
and let the polynomials B,, be written as 
B,(z) =: 2 qf’)zk, 
k=O 
where p,, denotes the integral part of $n. The inequalities of Sleszynski can then be stated as 
follows: 
n > 2k, (4 
and 
m=l 
n>2k. (5) 
To prove these formulas one can either invoke the Euler-Minding formulas [3, p-71 or the 
recursion relations 
B,(z) = B,_,(z) +a@,_,(~), B,(z) = 1, B,(z) = 1. (6) 
From (6), by induction on n, one deduces that qk (“), 1 < k < p, consists of a sum of products, with 
leading coefficient one, of the form 
l!I a,?? (7) 
r=l 
where 
2<m,<m,+,-2<n-2, r=l,..., k-l. 
Some further notation will be useful. By a q-term of order k in Fk = nr,rudr we shall mean a 
term of the form (7). If R,( a2,. . . , a,) is a polynomial in the variables a2, . . . , a,,, with only 
nonnegative coefficients, then we shall define 
a,:=R,(]a,I,..., 14). (8) 
Clearly 
I R,I d,. (9) 
To establish (4) it suffices to observe that all the terms in a?) are q-terms of order k in (~2”‘))~ 
and occur there with coefficients k!. It follows that 
Since a$“’ increases to u2, we also have 
(4’) 
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Similarly, by observing that all terms of 4:“) are q-terms of order k in 17~=1~$~) one obtains 
(5). 
To establish the convergence of { qp)} one can either appeal to the proof of [6, Theorem 2.11, 
where the uniform convergence of { B,(z)} to B(z) is proved. From that one easily deduces that 
lim qi”) =: qk , k 2 0. 
n+oo 
One can also proceed, using some of ~leszynski’s ideas, as follows. From (6), one derives 
qk 
(n+l) = q/y’+ an+,qp_;l). 
(10) 
Iterating this formula one obtains 
n-l 
qp+l) = c a,+,qpp (11) 
m=O 
From (4’) it follows that 
where A4 is independent of k. Hence from (11) and (12) follows 
(12) 
which proves the equiconvergence of the family of sequences { qp) } to qk. From this, one 
deduces that 
R<m/Jz) = B(z) = E qkZk. 
k=O 
Using (4’), one then has 
(14) 
Hence B(z) is an entire function of order at most one, and if of order one, of type at most a;?. By 
observing that for an nth tail of (1) the denominators of the approximants converge to an entire 
function B’“‘(z) of order at most a,, 1, one concludes without difficulty that if B(z) is of order 
one, then it must be of minimum type. 
More can be established about the order of B(z) if more is known about the behavior of 
Cla,l.Thusif la,,1 <Y”,O-CY<~, n>l,sothat 
r 2m 
(J2mG l_r’ 
then from (5) one has 
It follows 
14kl G ,;_I,& = ,;“*:;k- 
that 
-logl&l ak(k+l)log+ +k log(l-r). 
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From the well-known formula for the order of an entire function (see, for example, [4, p.326]), 
one then has for the order p of B(z), 
k log k 
p= liF+s;P _logIq,I = 
o 
. 
If 
l%l -B, < cn n>,l, /L>l, e>O, 
then 
a,, < 5 -$ < c/,;_,P dx = --&(2n - l)--(‘-I). 
m=2n 
Using (5), one can prove 
However, 
Next, let 
a sharper estimate for 1 qk 1 yields a better result. We introduce 
Q,(F) := sum of all q-terms of order m , m 2 1, in P, Q,(F) 
S,,, := sum of all q-terms of order 
Let N, be the number of terms in S,,,. The 
set of natural numbers from 2 to 2k is 
(2k - lj! 
(2k - ‘2m - lj!(2m)! ’ 
05) 
(16) 
the notation 
:= 1. 
k-m,0~m~k-l,in(a,(2k’)k-m, S,:=l. 
number of subsets with 2k - 2m - 1 elements of the 
This provides an upper bound for N,, since if { n,: Y = 1,. . . ,2k - 2m - l} is such a subset, then 
theset {TZ~~_~: s=l,..., k - m } is a set of subscripts of a q-term of order k - m, and since any 
set of subscripts of a q-term of order k - m can be embedded in a set with 2k - 2m - 1 natural 
numbers between 2 and 2k. Thus 
(2k - l)! 
Nm < (2k - 2m - 1)!(2m)! 
and 
S, G IV, . (upper bound of absolute values of q-terms in ( uyk’) k-m). 
We can then write 
I aI G i SmQrn&~2k+i)~). 
m=Q 
By an argument analogous to the one used to prove (4), one shows that 
Q,(b2,,“) G $4dm- 
(17) 
(18) 
(1% 
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Assuming (15), one then deduces from substituting (16), (17) and (19) into (18), 
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where 
Then 
Let 
k 
14kl G c ck-“(2k - l)!c” 
m=o (2k-“(k - m)!)‘(2m)!(2k - 2m - l)!m!((p - l)(2k)“-‘)m 
ck(2k - l)! k 
c 
2” = 
2kp m=O (p- l)“((k - m)!)“m!(2m)!(2k - 2m - l)!k’p”-“” 
= c*(2tk; l)! 5 d,) 
(20) 
m=O 
d, = 
2” 
(p - l)“((k - m)!)“m!(2m)!(2k - 2m - l)!kCp^-“” ’ 
d m+l (k-m)‘(2k-2m-1)(2k-2m-2) - = 
drn (p - l)(m + 1)*(2m + l)k”-’ . 
m=rk; 
then d,+Jd, = 1 ( we are assuming that k is very large) for 
1 = 2(1 - 7)‘(1 - r - (2k)-‘)(l - 7 - k-l) 
(p-l)(T+k-1)2(T+(2k)-1) ’ 
(21) 
Since d,+Jd, d ecreases for 0 G r G 1 - k-l, there is a maximum value of d, which is obtained 
for 7 as determined by (21). Thus 
= ck(2k - l)!( k + 1)2’k 
(p - l)‘k((k - Tk)!)‘( Tk)!(27k)!(2k - 27k - l)!k”-“‘k (22) 
and 
-logIq,I >,log k(-2k+pk(l-~)+~k+2~k+2k(l-~)+(p-l)~k)+O(k). 
(23) 
Here we have used the fact that 
log k!=k log k+O(k). 
Combining the terms in (23) we arrive at 
-logjq,I >kp log k+O(k). 
Thus 
k log k 1 
” ‘$r_‘“” kp log k+O(k) = ji* (24 
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In 1908 Maillet [l] showed that for a, > c/rP, c > 0, p > 1, n 2 1, the order of B(z) is not less 
than l/p. Thus for a,, = c/np the order of B(z) is exactly l/p and it follows that (24) cannot be 
improved. 
Using Maillet’s approach, one can show that for 
la,l= 1 
n(log n)” ’ 
ff>l, 
(25) 
-log]&] <k log k+k log2+cXk log(log k). 
Hence p 2 1. Combining this with our earliest result we conclude that for a regular C-fraction 
(l), satisfying (25), p = 1. 
A question which was left unanswered by Sleszynski is whether A(z) and B(z) can have 
common factors. The problem was settled by Maillet [l] who proved that no nontrivial common 
factors can exist. 
To compute the type of B(z) if the order is l/p we proceed as follows. From Stirling’s 
formula one has 
(( &)!)“” = ( ,k)“k”k e-(‘k)/k{rk = yrkr e-‘,&, 
where &+ + 1 as k + 00 (r is bounded away from zero). Hence 
1 qk I 
l/k < &V22k2 e-2tk(p _ 1)--7k-P(l-r)(l _ ++‘) eP(l-+-7k-T eT 
-2(1-T-1/(2k)) 
21k) 
x e2(1--7--/(2k))k-(ll-1)7 
= c2’ e”‘-“k-‘(l _ r)(~+2)(T-1)r-3T(p _ 1)--7,tz_ 
From (21) one has in the limit as k + CO, 
2(1- 7)P+2 = (j.L - 1)T3. 
It follows that 
I qk I 
l/k < zc ePL(1-7)k-P(p- 1)-‘T-35,*. 
Hence 
lim sup I qk I ‘lkkp = 
zc eP(l-T) 
k+cc (r-l- lb3 
follows. If the type is denoted by w, the formula (see, for example, [4, p.3261) 
lim sup I qk 1 b’k,+‘P = (‘, ep)l/P, 
k-m 
with p = l/p., yields 
Our results can be stated as follows. 
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Theorem. In the regular C-fraction K(a,z/l), d enote by A,(z) and B,(z) the numerator and 
denominator, respectively, of the nth approximant. If C 1 a, 1 < co, then the sequences {A,,(z)} 
and {B,,(z)} converge uniformly on compact subsets of Q= to entire functions A(z) and B(z) of 
order at most one. If the order is one, then A(z) and B(z) are of minimum type. 
If I a, I < r”, 0 < r < 1, n >, 1, then the two functions are of order zero. 
Ifforac>O andp.>l, la,,1 <c/n”, n z 1, then A(z) and B(z) are of order at most l/u. If 
they are of order l/p, then they are of type at most 
S[ (pi;)T3]1’p7 
where r is the solution of the equation 
2(1- T)P+2 = (j.L - 1).T3. 
If a,, = l/n’, then the functions A(z) and B(z) are of order l/p. If a,, = l/n(log n)“, a > 1, 
then the functions are of order one. 
Remark. It is clear that q0 (n) = 1 for all n z 1. Hence q0 = 1. Further, from (11) one has 
41’“’ = Cmc2a, so that q1 = CEZ2a,. Thus B(z) f 0 and if CE,2a, #.O, it is not a constant. By 
Hurwitz’s theorem a point 5 is a zero of B(z) iff there exists a sequence {S,}, with B,(ln) = 0, 
for which lim l, = l. 
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